In automotive design, safety remains a growing priority. Recently focus has extended beyond the occupants of the vehicle and turned towards other Vulnerable Road Users (VRU). Simple night vision systems have already become an important safety feature in modern high end automobiles. The next generation of advanced driver assistance systems will automate the detection of VRUs, to improve safety further by not distracting the driver's attention from the road ahead, and even identifying dangerous situations where the driver may not. We present a review of the state of the art image processing techniques for automatic detection and classification of VRUs in automotive far infrared imagery.
Introduction
It has been observed that the vast majority of accidents are caused by human error or misjudgement and that more than two thirds of fatal pedestrian accidents happen during the hours of darkness [1] . Thermal radiation from humans and animals peaks in the 8-14μm far-infrared (FIR) spectral band, which is why this technology is ideal for identifying VRUs in situations where the driver may have difficulty doing so. Due to fundamental differences between visual and thermal imagery, many conventional techniques are not directly transferable.
Detection and Classification Tools
Algorithms that generate Regions of Interest (ROIs) should be computationally efficient as they must traverse the entire image searching for pedestrian candidates. It is reasonable to assume that pedestrians will appear as one of the brightest objects in a typical automotive IR image, so many techniques begin with some form of high intensity thresholding. Some approaches define a static threshold at the outset to process all frames, whereas others define a threshold value that varies dynamically over time to take into account the current scene [2] . ROI can be filtered according to size and aspect ratio since pedestrians are generally expected to be taller than they are wide. Lenient symmetry checks can eliminate non-pedestrian ROIs on the assumption that pedestrians are approximately symmetrical objects. Stereo configuration has shown robust detection but multiple cameras are usually not viable option. Road detection or other masks can be applied to create a focus of attention for filtering ROIs in an image..
The most crucial quality of any active VRU protection systems is its robustness. False positive results, could lead to the driver being unable to trust the system. More seriously, false negative results could cause VRUs to go undetected and could lead to serious accidents. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the most used methods of classifying pedestrians. It requires a training procedure where it analyses a set of manually classified pedestrians. Models and probabilistic templates can be utilised to compare against ROI for classification.
Target Tracking
Tracking can dramatically improve the robustness of the detection procedure. A tracking algorithm aims to keep track of successfully detected objects, associate instantaneous detections with objects already detected, and estimate the future positions of detected objects, to be used when detection fails. The Kalman filter estimates the state of a dynamic system from a series of incomplete or noisy measurements. It is ideally suited to automotive object recognition systems because it can continue tracking when objects are occluded, and can cope with erratic vehicle movement.
Quantisation of Results
Results are generally presented in the form of a detection ratio and a detection with tracking ratio. This is the amount of frames a pedestrian is successfully detected, out of the total number of frames they appear in with or without the use of tracking. The amount of false alarms is also an important factor to consider. An example of successful of pedestrian detection is displayed in Figure 1 . The detection of these three pedestrians was achieved using techniques described here, dynamic thresholding based on the histogram of the image was followed by a mask on areas outside the centre region of the image and morphological noise removal. Regions resulting from this were subjected to size and aspect ratio checks and regions from segmented candidates were paired by distance and centroid alignment [3] .
